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Abstract
The dierential quadrature element method (DQEM) has been proposed. The element weighting coecient matrices
are generated by the dierential quadrature (DQ) or generic dierential quadrature (GDQ). By using the DQ or GDQ
technique and the mapping procedure the governing dierential or partial dierential equations, the transition con-
ditions of two adjacent elements and the boundary conditions can be discretized. A global algebraic equation system
can be obtained by assembling all of the discretized equations. This method can convert a generic engineering or
scientific problem having an arbitrary domain configuration into a computer algorithm. The DQEM irregular element
torsion analysis model is developed. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Dierential quadrature element method; Dierential quadrature; Generic dierential quadrature; Weighting
coecients
1. Introduction
The method of dierential quadrature (DQ) approximates a partial derivative of a variable
function with respect to a coordinate at a discrete point as a weighted linear sum of the function
values at all along that coordinate direction [1].
The DQ can be generalized which results in obtaining the generic dierential quadrature
(GDQ) [2]. The weighting coecients for a grid model defined by a coordinate system having
arbitrary dimensions can also be generated. The configuration of a grid model can be arbitrary.
The author has proposed a discretization method for solving a generic engineering or sci-
entific problem having an arbitrary domain configuration [3]. Like the finite element method
(FEM), in this method the analysis domain of a problem is first separated into a certain number
of subdomains or elements. Then the DQ or GDQ discretization is carried out on an element-
basis. The governing dierential or partial dierential equations defined on the elements, the
transition conditions on inter-element boundaries and the boundary conditions on the analysis
domain boundary are in computable algebraic forms after the DQ or GDQ discretization. By
assembling all discrete fundamental equations the overall algebraic system can be obtained
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which is used to solve the problem. The interior elements can be regular. However, in order to
solve the problem having an arbitrary analysis domain configuration elements connected to or
near the analysis domain boundary might need to be irregular. The mapping technique can be
used to develop irregular elements. It results in the dierential quadrature element method
DQEM. The GDQ can also be used to develop the irregular elements. It results in the GDQEM.
The philosophy of DQEM and GDQEM is dierent from the FEM. In the FEM, the concept of
weak formulation is used. Consequently, the natural transition conditions are appoximately
satisfied.
The refinement procedure can be used to the DQEM and GDQEM analyses. There are two
refinement methods. One is to increase the elements which is the h refinement while the other one
is to increase the order of the assumed variable function which is the p refinement. The con-
vergence can be assured by successively carrying out the refinement analysis which adopts a
certainly defined refinement indicator and a convergence criterion. The refinement indicator can
be the absolute or relative local error of the variable function or a certain physical quantity
defined by the derivatives or partial derivatives of the variable function, or an absolute or relative
error norm defined by the error of the variable function or a physical quantity defined by the
derivatives or partial derivatives of the variable function. The h refinement can be achieved by
either the enrichment of mesh or the design of a new mesh. The p refinement can be achieved by
either raising the number of element nodes or possibly adding a certain correction function to the
assumed variable function. The adaptive concept can also be introduced into the refinement
procedure. There are three methods for solving the overall algebraic system. The first one is to
use the direct method to all refinement stages. The second one is to use the iterative method to all
refinement stages. The last one is to use the direct method to the initial refinement stage following
the use of the iterative method to the other refinement stages. From the computation cost point
of view, the two iterative refinement techniques are eective for solving generic problems. They
are especially eective for solving nonlinear problems. The adaptive h refinement procedure, and
the adaptive p refinement procedure by raising the number of element nodes have been used to
the DQEM analyses [3]. In addition, the repositioning techniques can also be used to improve the
solutions.
The two-dimensional DQEM irregular element torsion analysis model is developed. The dis-
cretization procedures are summarized. Techniques for defining constraint conditions at element
corners are proposed. The numerical algorithm is implemented into a computer code. Sample
problems are solved by using the developed computer program. Numerical results show that the
developed DQEM irregular element torsion analysis model is ecient.
2. Problem description
The governing mathematical model of torsion is a boundary value problem of partial dier-
ential equation. For the stress function formulation, the governing equation is the Poisson
equation
U;xx  U;yy  ÿ2Gh; 1
Where U is the stress function, G shear modulus, h twist per unit length, and x and y coordinate
variables defined on the cross section of shaft. And the boundary condition on the boundary is
assumed
U  0; on the boundary 2
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Solution of the boundary value problem of Poisson equation provides the shear stresses through
the following definition
szx  U;y; szy  ÿU;x 3
3. Mapping transformation
The element configuration would change from element to element in the mesh. By introducing
an invertible transformation between a master element ~X of regular shape and an arbitrary
physical element Xe it should be possible to transform the partial dierential operations on Xe so
that they hold on ~X.
The mapping of ~X onto Xe is defined by the following coordinate transformations
xi  xinr; 4
where xi are physical coordinates in X
e and nr are natural coordinates in ~X. Then the transfor-
mations of the first order partial derivatives of stress function are
U;i  nr;iU;r; 5
where nr;i is the inverse matrix of the Jacobian matrix xi;r. And the transformations of the second
order partial derivatives of the stress function are
U;ij  nr;ins;jU;rs  nt;ijU;t: 6
The outlined mapping transformations are generic which hold good for adopting any kind of
appropriate analytical functions. Thus various domain configurations and mapping techniques
can be adopted. The simulation for transformation adopting the polynomial is carried out. The
transformation relations are expressed by
xi  Ncnr~xic; c  1; 2; . . . ;Nc; 7
where ~xic are xi and their possible partial derivatives with respect to nr at nodes used to define the
transformations, Ncnr are the corresponding shape functions and Nc is the total degrees of
freedom. Using Eq. (7), the first order partial derivatives of the physical coordinates with respect
to the natural coordinates can be obtained.
xi;n j  Nc;n jnr~xic: 8
And the second order partial derivatives of the physical coordinates with respect to the natural
coordinates are
xi;n jnk  Nc;n jnknr~xic: 9
The mapping transformations for serendipity C0 triangular elements, serendipity triangular ele-
ments with incomplete first order derivatives, serendipity C0 quadrilateral elements and seren-
dipity Hermitian quadrilateral elements are illustrated.
3.1. Serendipity C0 triangular elements
In constructing the mapping transformation, the master triangular element in the natural space
may be an arbitrary linear triangle. For convenience, the rectangular unit triangle is adopted. Let
the natural coordinates be L1 and L2. A representative generic rectangular unit C0 triangular el-
ement is shown in Fig. 1. Assume that the physical coordinates are nth order on side 1ÿ n 1, lth
order on side n 1ÿ n l 1 and mth order on side n l 1ÿ 1 in terms of the natural co-
ordinates. The shape functions can be expressed by
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Ni  L1
21ÿ L2W
n
nÿi11ÿ L2Wniÿ1L2 
L2
21ÿ L1W
n
nÿi1L1Wniÿ11ÿ L1; 26 i6 n;
Ni  L2
2L1  L2W
l
ln1ÿiL1  L2Wliÿnÿ11ÿ L1 ÿ L2
 1ÿ L1 ÿ L2
21ÿ L2 W
l
ln1ÿiL2Wliÿnÿ11ÿ L2; n 26 i6 n l;
Ni  1ÿ L1 ÿ L2
21ÿ L1 W
m
lmn1ÿi1ÿ L1Wmiÿlÿnÿ1L1
 L1
2L1  L2W
m
lmn1ÿi1ÿ L1 ÿ L2Wmiÿlÿnÿ1L1  L2; l n 26 i6 l m n;
N1  1ÿ L1 ÿ L2
21ÿ L1 W
m
mL1 
L1
2L1  L2W
m
mL1  L2 
L1
21ÿ L2W
n
n1ÿ L2
 L2
21ÿ L1W
n
nL1 ÿ
L1
2
;
Nn1  L1
21ÿ L2W
n
nL2 
L2
21ÿ L1W
n
n1ÿ L1 
L2
2L1  L2W
l
lL1  L2
 1ÿ L1 ÿ L2
21ÿ L2 W
l
lL2 ÿ
L2
2
;
Nln1  L2
2L1  L2W
l
l1ÿ L1 ÿ L2 
1ÿ L1 ÿ L2
21ÿ L2 W
l
l1ÿ L2
 1ÿ L1 ÿ L2
21ÿ L1 W
m
m1ÿ L1 
L1
2L1  L2W
m
m1ÿ L1 ÿ L2 ÿ
1ÿ L1 ÿ L2
2
; 10
Fig. 1. The serendipity rectangular unit C0 triangular element.
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where
WnpL 
Qp
k1
nLÿk1
k
 
16 p6 n;
1 p  0;
8><>: 11
in which n is the order of one side. Assume that the three sides have the same order n and define
knpL 
Qpÿ1
k1
nLÿk
pÿk
 
26 p6 n;
1 p  1:
8<: 12
Then the shape functions can be expressed by
Ni  n
2L1L2
2iÿ 1nÿ i 1 k
n
nÿi1L1kniÿ11ÿ L1  knnÿi11ÿ L2kniÿ1L2; 26 i6 n;
Ni  n
2L21ÿ L1 ÿ L2
2iÿ nÿ 12nÿ i 1 k
n
2nÿi1L2kniÿnÿ11ÿ L2
 kn2nÿi1L1  L2kniÿnÿ11ÿ L1 ÿ L2; n 26 i6 2n;
Ni  n
2L11ÿ L1 ÿ L2
2iÿ 2nÿ 13nÿ i 1 k
n
3nÿi11ÿ L1 ÿ L2kniÿ2nÿ1L1  L2
 kn3nÿi11ÿ L1kniÿ2nÿ1L1; 2n 26 i6 3n;
N1  L1
2
knnL1  knnL1  L2  knn1ÿ L2 ÿ 1;
Nn1  L2
2
knnL2  knn1ÿ L1  knnL1  L2 ÿ 1;
N2n1  1ÿ L1 ÿ L2
2
knn1ÿ L1 ÿ L2  knn1ÿ L2  knn1ÿ L1 ÿ 1: 13
3.2. Serendipity triangular element with incomplete first order derivatives
Denote f the natural coordinate along a straight line having n nodes in the L1 ÿ L2 plane with
f1  0; fn  1. Then by using the first order one-dimentional Hermitian interpolation formula, the
physical coordinate variable x can be expressed by
xf  f ni fn gni fL1n ÿ L11xi;L1  L2n ÿ L21xi;L2 ; i  1; 2; . . . ; n; 14
where
f ni  1 uni fÿ fiuni f2; gni f  fÿ fiuni f2;
wni  ÿ2
Yn
k1;k 6i
1
fi ÿ fk
; uni f 
Yn
k1;k 6i
fÿ fk
fi ÿ fk
:
Eq. (14) can be used to derive shape functions of serendipity triangular elements with incomplete
first order derivatives. Serendipity Hermitian triangular elements with higher order derivatives
can also be used for the mapping transformation.
3.3. Serendipity C0 quadrilateral elements
In constructing the mapping transformation, the master quadrilateral element in the natural
space may be an arbitrary rectangle. For convenience, the unit square is adopted. A representative
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serendipity unit C0 quadrilateral element is shown in Fig. 2. Assume that the physical coordinates
are pth order on side 1ÿ p  1, qth order on side p  1ÿ p  q 1, rth order on side p  q 1ÿ
p  q r  1 and sth order on side p  q r  1ÿ 1 in terms of the natural coordinates. The
shape functions can be expressed by
Ni  1ÿ gup1i n; 26 i6 p;
Ni  nuq1iÿp g; p  26 i6 p  q;
Ni  gur1pqr2ÿin; p  q 26 i6 p  q r;
Ni  1ÿ nus1pqrs2ÿig; p  q r  26 i6 p  q r  s;
N1  1ÿ gup11 n  1ÿ nus11 g ÿ 1ÿ n1ÿ g;
Np1  1ÿ gup1p1n  nuq11 g ÿ n1ÿ g;
Npq1  gur1r1n  nuq1q1 ÿ ng;
Npqr1  gur11 n  1ÿ nus1s1 ÿ 1ÿ ng:
15
Assume that the four sides have the same order p. Then the shape functions can be expressed by
Ni  1ÿ gup1i n; 26 i6 p;
Ni  nup1iÿp g; p  26 i6 2p;
Ni  gup13p2ÿin; 2p  26 i6 3p;
Ni  1ÿ nup14p2ÿig; 3p  26 i6 4p;
N1  1ÿ gup11 n  1ÿ nup11 g ÿ 1ÿ n1ÿ g;
Np1  1ÿ gup1p1n  nup11 g ÿ n1ÿ g;
N2p1  gup1p1n  nup1p1g ÿ ng;
N3p1  gup11 n  1ÿ nup1p1g ÿ 1ÿ ng:
16
Fig. 2. The serendipity unit C0 quadrilateral element.
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3.4. Serendipity Hermitian quadrilateral elements
Consider that the unit square in the natural space has an m n serendipity grid. By using the
two-dimensional node identification method, the following relations hold
DsnD
t
gxab  DsnDtg~xab; 06 s6mÿ 1; 06 t6 nÿ 1; 17
where the following relation is used
DsnD
t
gxab 
ostxn; g
ons ogt
jab : 18
The physical coordinate x can be expressed by
xn; g  xn  xg ÿ x: 19
Let a0; 0, b1; 0, c1; 1 and d0; 1 be the four corner nodes. Then
xn 
Xm
a1
Xmÿ1
s0
H mÿ1;sa m; nDsn
Xnÿ1
t0
H nÿ1;t1 2; gDtgxa jab H nÿ1;t2 2; gDtgxa jdc
 " #
;
xg 
Xn
b1
Xnÿ1
t0
H nÿ1;tb n; gDtg
Xmÿ1
s0
H mÿ1;s1 2; nDsnxb jad H mÿ1;s2 2; nDsnxb jbc
ÿ " #
;
x 
Xmÿ1
s0
Xnÿ1
t0
Hmÿ1;s1 2; nH nÿ1;t1 2; gDsnDtgxa  H mÿ1;s2 2; nH nÿ11 2; gDsnDtgxb
h
 Hmÿ12 2; nH nÿ12 2; gDsnDtgxc  H mÿ11 2; nHnÿ12 2; gDsnDtgxd
i
;
where H mÿ1;sa and H
nÿ1;t
b are Hermitian polynomials.
4. DQEM discretization
4.1. Quadrilateral elements
Consider that the two-dimensional master element has two natural coordinates n and g. Then,
the substitution of the transformation equations for U;xx and U;yy into Eq. (1) leads to the fol-
lowing governing equation
F1n; gUe;nn  F2n; gUe;ng  F3n; gUe;gg  F4n; gUe;n  F5n; gUe;g  ÿ2Gh; 20
where
F1n; g  n2;x  n2;y ; F2n; g  2n;xg;x  n;yg;y;
F3n; g  g2;x  g2;y ; F4n; g  n;xx  n;yy;
F5n; g  g;xx  g;yy: 21
Eq. (3) can also be transformed by using Eq. (5)
szx  n;yU;n  g;yU;g; szy  ÿn;xU;n ÿ g;xU;g: 22
There are two transition conditions on the inter-element boundary oXr;s of two adjacent ele-
ments r and s. One is the continuity of stress function which is expressed as
Ur  Us; on oXr;s: 23
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The other transition condition is the equilibrium of shear stresses in the tangential direction on
the inter-element boundary which is expressed as
ÿ lrsrzy  mrsrzx ÿ lssszy  mssszx  0: 24
By using Eq. (22) in Eq. (24), the following equation can be obtained
lrnr;x  mrnr;yUr;n  lrgr;x  mrgr;yUr;g  lsns;x  msns;yUs;n  lsgs;x  msgs;yUs;g  0: 25
Quadrilateral elements adopting the Lagrange family grids can be used to the DQEM torsion
analysis. The DQ can be used to express a partial derivative of the stress function with respect to a
coordinate direction at a discrete point as a linear weighting sum of the stress functions at all
discrete points along that direction in an element. Thus, in a master element e the mth order
partial derivative in n direction can be expressed by
omUea
onm
 DnmabUeb; a;b  1; 2; . . . ;Nn; 26
where Nn is the number of discrete points in n direction, Ueb are stress functions at discrete points
and Dn
m
ab . To determine the weighting coecients D
nm
ab the stress function is approximated by an
analytical function such as a polynomial,
Uen  nkÿ1; k  1; 2; . . . ;Nn: 27
The stress function can also be approximated by using interpolation functions, with which the
weighting coecients can be obtained by a simple algebraic formulation without involving the
solution of linear algebraic system. Substituting Eq. (27) into Eq. (26) leads to Nn sets of linear
algebraic system with one row of Dn
m
ab as the unknowns of one linear algebraic set. These sets
have unique solutions for the weighting coecients since the coecient matrices of the algebraic
sets are Vandermonde matrices. The Vandermonde matrix is ill conditioned. The implemented
computer program can also solve the algebraic sets having ill-conditioned coecient matrices to
obtain the weighting coecients. The weighting coecients for derivation in g direction can also
be generated by the same way. If the numbers of discrete points and the grid patterns in n and g
directions, in the master element, are the same, only the weighting coecients in one direction
are necessary to be calculated. If all elements in the mesh of analysis domain have the same grid
in their mapped master elements, the computer operations can be reduced drastically in carrying
out the dierential quadrature discretizations for all fundamental relations defined on all
elements.
The GDQ can be used to discretize the quadrilateral elements which might not adopt the
Lagrange family grid or the triangular elements in carrying out the DQEM torsion analysis.
Various analytical functions such as the sine functions, the Lagrange interpolated polynomials,
the Chebyshev polynomials, the Bernoulli polynomials, the Euler polynomials, the rational
functions, etc. can also be used to define the weighting coecients. To solve problems having
singularity properties, certain singular functions can be used for the DQ discretization. The
problems having infinite domains can also be treated.
Although the 2 2 quadrilateral element and the 3-node triangular element can be used to
solve the torsional problem, the convergence character is poor. Considering the quadrilateral
element adopting the Lagrange family grid, by using Eq. (26) the discretization of Eq. (20) at
node a;b leads to the following equation
F1na; gbDn
2
amU
e
mb  F2na; gbDgbnDnamUemn  F3na; gbDg
2
bnU
e
an  F4na; gbDnamUemb
 F5na; gbDgbnUean  ÿ2Gh; 28
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where Dn
2
am and D
g2
bn are the weighting coecients for the second order derivatives in n and g di-
rections, respectively, and Dnam and D
g
bn the corresponding weighting coecients for the first order
derivatives. Consider the inter-element boundary which is the n  1 side of element r and the n 
0 side of element s. Then, the discrete continuity conditions of stress function are expressed by
UrNnb  Us1b; b  1; 2; . . . ;Ng: 29
Eq. (25) can also be discretized
lrNnbnrNnb;x  mrNnbnrNnb;yDnNnmUrmb  lrNnbgrNnb;x  mrNnbgrNnb;yD
g
bnU
r
Nnn
 ls1bns1b;x  ms1bns1b;yDn1mUsmb  ls1bgs1b;x  ms1bgs1b;yDgbnUs1n  0: 30
If the property of symmetry is used, the shear stress in the tangential direction on this type of
analysis domain boundary is zero. Letting element n be an element with n  1 side being this type
of analysis domain boundary, the discrete condition equation of zero shear stress is expressed by
lnNnbnnNnb;x  mnNnbnnNnb;yDnNnmUnmb  lnNnbgnNnb;x  mnNnbgnNnb;yD
g
bnU
n
Nnn
 0: 31
The shear stresses at discrete points in an element e can also be expressed by using Eqs. (22) and
(26)
szx  neab;yDnamUemb  geab;yDgbnUean;
szy  ÿneab;xDnamUemb ÿ geab;xDgbnUean: 32
4.2. Triangular elements
Using the area coordinates L1, L2 and L3 as independent variables and substituting the
transformation equations for U;x, U;y , U;xx and U;yy into Eq. (1) leads to the following equation
defined on ~X
F1L1; L2U;L1L1  F2L1;L2U;L2L2  F3L1; L2U;L3L3  F4L1;L2U;L1L2  F5L1; L2U;L1L3
 F6L1; L2U;L2L3  F7L1;L2U;L1  F8L1;L2U;L2  F9L1;L2U;L3  ÿ2Gh; 33
where
F1L1; L2  L21;x  L21;y ; F2L1;L2  L22;x  L22;y ;
F3L1; L2  L1;x  L2;x2  L1;y  L2;y2; F4L1; L2  2L1;xL2;x  L1;yL2;y;
F5L1; L2  ÿ2L1;xL1;x  L2;x  L1;yL1;y  L2;y;
F6L1; L2  ÿ2L2;xL1;x  L2;x  L2;yL1;y  L2;y;
F7L1; L2  L1;xx  L1;yy; F8L1; L2  L2;xx  L2;yy;
F9L1; L2  ÿL1;xx  L2;xx ÿ L1;yy  L2;yy:
34
And the transformed symmetry condition is
lL1;x  mL1;yU;L1  lL2;x  mL2;yU;L2 ÿ lL1;x  L2;x  mL1;y  L2;yU;L3  0: 35
Eq. (3) can also be transformed
szy  ÿL1;xU;L1  L2;xU;L2 ÿ L1;x  L2;xU;L3 ;
szx  L1;yU;L1  L2;yU;L2 ÿ L1;y  L2;yU;L3 :
36
The kinematic transition condition is the same as the quadrilateral element formulation. And the
other transition condition can be expressed by
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lrLr1;x  mrLr1;yUr;L1  lrLr2;x  mrLr2;yUr;L2 ÿ lrLr1;x  Lr2;x
 mrLr1;y  Lr2;yUr;L3  lsLs1;x  msLs1;yUs;L1  lsLs2;x  msLs2;yUs;L2
ÿ lsLs1;x  Ls2;x  msLs1;y  Ls2;yUs;L3  0: 37
By using the Pascal trianglular grid and the three-dimensional node identification method, the
distribution of stress function can be expressed by
UL1; L2;L3  WnpqrL1;L2;L3Upqr; 38
where Upqr are the values of stress function at nodes and
WnpqrL1;L2; L3  WnpL1WnqL2Wnr L3; 39
in which p  q r  n, L1  L2  L3  1, n the order of the interpolation polynomial and WnpLk
the Lagrangian interpolation formula expressed by
WnpL 
Qp
k1
nLÿk1
k
ÿ 
; 16 p6 n;
1; p  0:
8><>: 40
The dierential quadrature discretization for the m n oth order partial derivative of U can
be expressed by
omnoUabc
oLm1 oL
n
2 oL
o
3
 DLm1 Ln2Lo3
abcabc
Uabc: 41
The weighting coecients D
Lm
1
Ln
2
Lo
3
abcabc
can be calculated by using the following equation
D
Lm
1
Ln
2
Lo
3
abcabc
 DLm1aa DL
n
2
bb
D
Lo
3
cc ; 42
where
D
L mk
p p 
d mWnp
dL mk

p
: 43
Using Eq. (43), the governing Eq. (33) at a node a; b; c can be discretized
F1L1a; L2bDL
2
1
aaUabc  F2L1a;L2bDL
2
2
bb
Uabc  F3L1a;L2bDL
2
3
ccUabc
 F4L1a; L2bDL1abDL2bbUabc  F5L1a;L2bDL1aaDL3ccUabc  F6L1a; L2bDL2bbDL3ccUabc
 F7L1a; L2bDL1aaUabc  F8L1a;L2bDL2bbUabc  F9L1a;L2bDL3ccUabc  ÿ2Gh: 44
And using Eq. (37), the transition condition of equilibrium of shear stresses in the tangential
direction at a node ~a; ~b; ~c on the inter-element boundary can also be obtained
lr~a~bLr1~a~b;x  mr~a~bLr1~a~b;yDL1~aaUra~b~c  lr~a~bLr2~a~b;x  mr~a~bLr2~a~b;yDL2~bbUr~ab~c
ÿ lr~a~bLr1~a~b;x  Lr2~a~bx  mr~a~bLr1~a~b;y  Lr2~a~b;yDL3~ccUr~a~bc
 ls~a~bLs1~a~b;x  ms~a~bLs1~a~b;yDL1~aaUsa~b~c  ls~a~bLs2~a~b;x  ms~a~bLs2~a~b;yDL2~bbUs~ab~c
ÿ ls~a~bLs1~a~b;x  Ls2~a~bx  ms~a~bLs1~a~b;y  Ls2~a~b;yDL3~ccUs~a~bc  0: 45
Letting element n be an element connected to the analysis domain boundary which has the
symmetry property, the discrete symmetry condition at a node ~a; ~b; ~c can be obtained by using
Eq. (41) in Eq. (35)
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ln~a~bLn1~a~b;x  mn~a~bLn1~a~b;yDL1~aaUna~b~c  ln~a~bLn2~a~b;x  mn~a~bLn2~a~b;yDL2~bbUn~ab~c
ÿ ln~a~bLn1~a~b;x  Ln2~a~bx  mn~a~bLn1~a~b;y  Ln2~a~b;yDL3~ccUn~a~bc  0: 46
The components of the shear stress at a node a;b; c can also be expressed by using Eqs. (36)
and (41)
szy;abc  ÿL1ab;xDL1aaUabc  L2ab;xDL2bbUabc ÿ L1ab;x  L2ab;xDL3ccUabc;
szx;abc  L1ab;yDL1aaUabc  L2ab;yDL2bbUabc ÿ L1ab;y  L2ab;yDL3ccUabc:
47
4.3. Mesh and grid
Various techniques can be used to generate the mesh and element grids. The mapping tech-
nique is used. The selection of grid can be flexible. Considering the Lagrange family grid, denote
Nn and Ng the numbers of levels in n and g directions, respectively, in the master element of a
physical element. The minimum value of Nn and Ng is 2. The convergence character of this 4-
noded element is poor. If the element is a rectangle and the element sides are parallel to x or y
axes, mapping results in scaling the lengths of the sides. It can reduce the arithmetic operations in
calculating the element weighting coecient matrices. The obtained element weighting coecient
matrices are sparse. For solving a problem having irregular analysis domain boundary which has
a curved line or a straight line not parallel to x or y axes, by designing the mesh in such a way that
as many elements as possible are rectangles with the element sides parallel to x or y axes the
assembled overall algebraic system will have more zero elements in the coecient matrix. It can
reduce the computer storage and CPU time required for solving the problem. Mapping is also not
necessary for triangles having three linear sides.
For two adjacent elements having dierent numbers of nodes on the inter-element boundary,
the number of kinematic transition conditions must be larger than the number of natural tran-
sition conditions. Let nd denote the dierence between the two node numbers which equals the
dierence between the two numbers of transition conditions. To set up the kinematic transition
conditions, the nodes on the inter-element boundary must be arranged in such a way that only nd
nodes in one element are not coincident with the nodes in the other element. The nd extra nodes
are used to define nd extra kinematic transition conditions. In defining the nd extra kinematic
conditions, the interpolation technique must be used. In addition, the transition conditions can
easily be set up by designing the grids of the two adjacent elements in such a way that both el-
ements have the same numbers of nodes on the inter-element boundary no matter what the orders
of approximations and grid configurations are.
4.4. Constraint conditions at element corners
For the DQEM stress function-based torsion analysis model, the global degrees of freedom
must equals to the number of discrete points. Hence one discrete point has one degree of freedom
with which one constraint condition equation is attached. For an interior discrete point, the at-
tached constraint condition equation is the discrete governing equation at that point. The gov-
erning equation at a discrete point is a governing equation constraint condition. For discrete
points on the inter-element boundary (IEB), in addition to the continuity of stress function the
corresponding discrete transition condition equations of equilibriums of shear stresses at those
discrete points are the attached constraint condition equations.
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There may be more than one constraint condition at an element corner node. Then in order to
satisfy all constraint conditions, at the assemblage stage, one degree of freedom might not be
enough. However, we can use more than one constraint condition at that corner node by ne-
glecting certain constraint conditions at interior discrete points or at discrete points on the IEB
and other than corner nodes, and giving their degrees of freedom to the inclusion of extra con-
straint conditions other than the first one.
For an element corner node in the analysis domain which is common node of NN IEBs, let NT
denote the number of all constraint conditions. Then NT  NN .
For an element corner node on the analysis domain boundary (ADB) with two element-based
segments of the ADB being connected to it, if the two segments are ADBs having the property of
symmetry, then NT  NN  2. For this type of element corner node, if only two elements are
connected to the node with the IEB perpendicular to the ADB which is a straight line within the
two connected elements, then only one constraint condition of equilibrium of shear stresses can be
applied. If one of the ADB segment is the boundary having the property of symmetry, while the
other one is the domain boundary, then NT  NN  2. And if both of the two ADB segments
belong to the domain boundary, then NT  NN  1.
For the proposed DQEM analysis model, the NT constraint conditions can partially or fully be
satisfied. We can also neglect all of the NT constraint conditions and give the degree of freedom of
that node to the discrete governing equation at that node. The discrete governing equation at the
element corner node is defined as the average of the discrete governing equations of all elements
connected to that node. The proposed various techniques for selecting and implementing the
constraint conditions at element corner nodes are flexible. Dierent approaches lead to dierent
programming eorts.
The GDQ can adopt the degrees of freedom used to represent the derivatives or partial
derivatives of the variable function [2]. This GDQ can also be used to the DQEM analysis.
However, for analyzing the two-dimensional potential problems, no degree of freedom of the
partial derivatives of the variable function can be assigned to the discrete points on the IEB
on which certain external cause such as the fluid flow, conduction heat flux etc. is applied. In
conjunction with the use of the extended dierential quadrature (EDQ), proposed by the
author [2], with which the GDQ discretization can be defined at points which are not the
discrete points, the DQEM can treat the natural transition condition and the boundary
condition by assigning the degrees of freedom of the partial derivatives of the variable
function to the element boundary nodes. The discrete governing equations can be defined on
the IEBs as the average discrete governing equations of multiple elements. They can also be
defined on the element boundaries without adopting the average treatment. Thus, elements
having no interior nodes can also be used to the DQEM analysis. The philosophy of the
proposed techniques for implementing the constraint conditions also holds good for solving
the plate problems.
4.5. Outward unit normal vector on element boundary
Direction cosines of the outward unit normal vector on the element boundary are necessary for
the natural transition conditions and the Newmann boundary conditions. Consider the bilinear
element. The calculation of the direction cosines at points on side g  0 is illustrated. The position
vector of a point on the side is
~Rn  x~i y~j  1ÿ nx1  nx2~i 1ÿ ny1  ny2~j: 48
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Then the unit tangent vector~t can be expressed by
~t 
d~Rn
dn
d~Rn
dn
   x2 ÿ x1
~i y2 ÿ y1~j
x2 ÿ x12  y2 ÿ y12
h i1=2  a~i b~j: 49
Hence, the direction cosines of~t are
a  x2 ÿ x1
x2 ÿ x12  y2 ÿ y12
h i1=2 ; b  y2 ÿ y1
x2 ÿ x12  y2 ÿ y12
h i1=2 : 50
And the direction cosines of the outward unit normal vector ~n  l~i m~j can be obtained
l  a cos p
2
 b sin p
2
 b; m  ÿa sin p
2
 b cos p
2
 ÿa: 51
For the quadratic serendipity element, the position vector of a point on side g  0 is
~Rn  x~i y~j  2n2 ÿ 3n 1x1 ÿ 4nnÿ 1x2  n2nÿ 1x3~i 2n2 ÿ 3n 1y1
ÿ 4nnÿ 1y2  n2nÿ 1y3~j: 52
Then the unit tangent vector~t can be expressed by
~t 
d~Rn
dn
d~Rn
dn
   A
~i B~j
A2  B2 1=2
; 53
where
A  4nÿ 3x1  4ÿ2n 1x2  4nÿ 1x3;
B  4nÿ 3y1  4ÿ2n 1y2  4nÿ 1y3: 54
Hence, the direction cosines of~t are
a  A
A2  B21=2
; b  B
A2  B21=2
: 55
And the direction cosines of the outward unit normal vector can be obtained
l  b; m  ÿa: 56
5. Numerical results
For all sample analyses, Gh is set to be 1. The stress functions on the kinematic boundaries are
assumed to be zero. The first prismatic bar has a square cross section with the dimension 2 2.
One quadrilateral element is used to represent the problem domain. Since the element is regular,
mapping is not necessary to carry out the DQEM analysis. The grid is designed to have a form
that at the nodes Chebyshev polynomials in both n and g directions are zeros. The p refinement
procedure is used to analyze the problem. Numerical results of the maximum shear stresses are
listed in Table 1. The FEM results by using the linear triangular element are also included in the
table. It shows that the DQEM results converge fast by gradually increasing the Chebyshev
sampling points. The DQEM needs much less degrees of freedom (DOF) than the FEM to
converge.
The second prismatic bar has an elliptic cross section. The h refinement procedure by gradually
increasing the number of 3 3 grid elements is used to analyze the problem. One constraint
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condition for each element corner node which is not on the ADB is applied. It is the average
discrete governing equation at that node. By considering the property of symmetry one quarter of
the domain is used for the analysis. The 3-element mesh is shown in Fig. 3 in which the values of a
and b are 1 and 2, respectively. Two of the three elements are quadratic serendipity elements and
the other one is a regular element. Fig. 4 shows the 8-element mesh. Four of the eight elements are
quadratic serendipity elements and the other four are regular elements. On OA for all discrete
points except O one symmetry condition per node is applied. On OB for all discrete points one
symmetry condition per node is applied. On AB for all discrete points except A and B the stress
functions are assumed to be zero. In carrying out the numerical tests, equally spaced discrete
points in both n and g directions are adopted for defining the element grid. The numerical results
of DQEM and FEM are listed in Table 2. It shows that the shear stresses can be improved by
increasing the number of elements. It also shows that the DQEM is more ecient than the FEM.
The third prismatic bar has a rectangular cross section. Three dierent meshes are used for
analyzing the problem by adopting the p refinement procedure. All of the three dierent meshes
have four elements. All four elements have the same type of element grid. Equally spaced discrete
points in both n and g directions are adopted for defining the element grid. One constraint
Fig. 3. 3-element mesh for elliptic cross section problem.
Table 1
Results of the square cross section problem
Method Mesh type DOF smax
DQEM 1 3 ´ 3 1 0.10000 ´ 101
1 7 ´ 7 25 0.13497 ´ 101
1 11 ´ 11 81 0.13505 ´ 101
1 15 ´ 15 169 0.13506 ´ 101
FEM 800 3-node 361 0.12526 ´ 101
1800 3-node 841 0.12848 ´ 101
3200 3-node 1521 0.13011 ´ 101
Analytical solution 0.13506 ´ 101
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condition at the element corner node with the four elements being connected to it is applied. Three
dierent types of constraint are adopted for the numerical tests to study the convergence. Fig. 5
shows the type 1 mesh in which the four elements are rectangular. Type 1 constraint is the
equilibrium of shear stresses on OD. Type 2 constraint is the equilibrium of shear stresses on OE.
Fig. 5. Type 1 mesh for rectangular cross section problem.
Fig. 4. 8-element mesh for elliptic cross section problem.
Table 2
Results for dierent meshes of the elliptic cross section problem
Method Mesh type DOF szy;A szx;B
DQEM 3 3 ´ 3 16 0.155937 ´ 101 )0.860066 ´ 100
8 3 ´ 3 36 0.159779 ´ 101 )0.794982 ´ 100
FEM 90 3-node 49 0.154692 ´ 101 )0.786278 ´ 100
Analytical solution 0.160000 ´ 101 )0.800000 ´ 100
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And type 3 constraint is the discrete governing equation at O. Numerical results for the type 1
mesh analysis are listed in Table 3. It shows that the stress functions at O and shear stresses at B
converge fast by gradually increasing the discrete points in an element for all of the three dierent
types of constraint. It also shows that the numerical results are the same for type 1 constraint and
type 2 constraint. The stress function converges faster than the shear stress. Fig. 6 shows the type
2 mesh in which the four elements are bilinear. Numerical results are summarized and presented
in Table 4. It shows the same convergence character as the type 1 mesh analysis. Fig. 7 shows the
Table 3
Convergence by increasing the discrete points in an element for the type 1 mesh of the rectangular cross section problem
Constraint type Element grid U;O szy;B
1 3 ´ 3 0.960000 ´ 101 0.640000 ´ 101
5 ´ 5 0.832464 ´ 101 0.576164 ´ 101
7 ´ 7 0.820086 ´ 101 0.563276 ´ 101
9 ´ 9 0.819792 ´ 101 0.560417 ´ 101
11 ´ 11 0.819875 ´ 101 0.559322 ´ 101
13 ´ 13 0.819878 ´ 101 0.558813 ´ 101
15 ´ 15 0.819877 ´ 101 0.558545 ´ 101
2 3 ´ 3 0.960000 ´ 101 0.640000 ´ 101
5 ´ 5 0.832464 ´ 101 0.576164 ´ 101
7 ´ 7 0.820086 ´ 101 0.563276 ´ 101
9 ´ 9 0.819792 ´ 101 0.560417 ´ 101
11 ´ 11 0.819875 ´ 101 0.559322 ´ 101
13 ´ 13 0.819878 ´ 101 0.558813 ´ 101
15 ´ 15 0.819877 ´ 101 0.558545 ´ 101
3 3 ´ 3 0.108000 ´ 102 0.600000 ´ 101
5 ´ 5 0.834156 ´ 101 0.575600 ´ 101
7 ´ 7 0.820039 ´ 101 0.563276 ´ 101
9 ´ 9 0.819786 ´ 101 0.560419 ´ 101
11 ´ 11 0.819776 ´ 101 0.559322 ´ 101
13 ´ 13 0.819878 ´ 101 0.558813 ´ 101
15 ´ 15 0.819877 ´ 101 0.558545 ´ 101
Analytical solution 0.819877 ´ 101 0.558036 ´ 101
Fig. 6. Type 2 mesh for rectangular cross section.
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type 3 mesh in which two of the four elements have a very short side. Numerical results shown in
Table 5 also converge very well for this analysis. The shear stress at B converge faster than the
other two types of mesh. This problem can also be solved by only using one quadrilateral element
to represent the problem domain.
The fourth prismatic bar has a triangular cross section. The sides of the triangle are the three
straight lines x  0, y  0 and x y  1. The domain is represented by a linear triangular element.
Mapping is not necessary for the analysis. The p refinement procedure adopting the Pascal
Table 4
Convergence by increasing the discrete points in an element for the type 2 mesh of the rectangular cross section problem
Constraint type Element grid U;O szy;B
1 3 ´ 3 0.931500 ´ 101 0.621000 ´ 101
5 ´ 5 0.828057 ´ 101 0.573372 ´ 101
7 ´ 7 0.822240 ´ 101 0.563291 ´ 101
9 ´ 9 0.820579 ´ 101 0.560560 ´ 101
11 ´ 11 0.820031 ´ 101 0.559431 ´ 101
13 ´ 13 0.819909 ´ 101 0.558905 ´ 101
15 ´ 15 0.819884 ´ 101 0.558619 ´ 101
2 3 ´ 3 0.895158 ´ 101 0.633071 ´ 101
5 ´ 5 0.827539 ´ 101 0.573546 ´ 101
7 ´ 7 0.822258 ´ 101 0.563285 ´ 101
9 ´ 9 0.820580 ´ 101 0.560559 ´ 101
11 ´ 11 0.820029 ´ 101 0.559435 ´ 101
13 ´ 13 0.819908 ´ 101 0.558905 ´ 101
15 ´ 15 0.819884 ´ 101 0.558619 ´ 101
3 3 ´ 3 0.977685 ´ 102 0.605663 ´ 101
5 ´ 5 0.828854 ´ 101 0.573106 ´ 101
7 ´ 7 0.822508 ´ 101 0.563208 ´ 101
9 ´ 9 0.820616 ´ 101 0.560547 ´ 101
11 ´ 11 0.820033 ´ 101 0.559433 ´ 101
13 ´ 13 0.819909 ´ 101 0.558905 ´ 101
15 ´ 15 0.819884 ´ 101 0.558619 ´ 101
Analytical solution 0.819877 ´ 101 0.558036 ´ 101
Fig. 7. Type 3 mesh for rectangular cross section.
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triangular grid is used to analyze the problem. The Pascal triangular grid is designed by first using
n 1 lines parallel to the L1-axis to subdivide the rectangular unit triangle into n subregions with n
being the order of approximate polynomials. The n 1 lines define the levels of the Pascal tri-
angular grid with the side L2  0 being the level zero. The level number will increase following the
increase of the value of L2. The highest level is level n 1. Let LN denote the level number of a
level. Then n 1ÿ LN equally spaced nodes are given to each level. Numerical results of the stress
function at A1
3
; 1
3
 and the shear stresses at A and B0; 1
2
 are summarized and listed in Table 6. The
results converge fast by gradually increasing the order of Pascal triangular grid.
The last prismatic bar has a half elliptic cross section which is equivalent to the upper half
region of the domain of the second problem. The domain is modelled by a 15-node C0 triangle
with node 1, node 2 and node 3 located at ÿ1; 0, 1; 0 and 0; 2, respectively. The p refinement
procedure adopting the Pascal triangular grid is used to analyze the problem. The procedures for
Table 5
Convergence by increasing the discrete points in an element for the type 3 mesh of the rectangular cross section problem
Constraint type Element grid U;A szy;B
1 3 ´ 3 0.846407 ´ 101 0.564271 ´ 101
5 ´ 5 0.803784 ´ 101 0.561706 ´ 101
7 ´ 7 0.816400 ´ 101 0.559335 ´ 101
9 ´ 9 0.818002 ´ 101 0.558581 ´ 101
11 ´ 11 0.818786 ´ 101 0.558345 ´ 101
13 ´ 13 0.819188 ´ 101 0.558253 ´ 101
15 ´ 15 0.819418 ´ 101 0.558212 ´ 101
2 3 ´ 3 0.735872 ´ 101 0.600386 ´ 101
5 ´ 5 0.799405 ´ 101 0.563183 ´ 101
7 ´ 7 0.815705 ´ 101 0.559573 ´ 101
9 ´ 9 0.817804 ´ 101 0.558649 ´ 101
11 ´ 11 0.818710 ´ 101 0.558372 ´ 101
13 ´ 13 0.819152 ´ 101 0.558265 ´ 101
15 ´ 15 0.819400 ´ 101 0.558219 ´ 101
3 3 ´ 3 0.755576 ´ 101 0.593948 ´ 101
5 ´ 5 0.797751 ´ 101 0.563741 ´ 101
7 ´ 7 0.815529 ´ 101 0.559633 ´ 101
9 ´ 9 0.817730 ´ 101 0.558674 ´ 101
11 ´ 11 0.818677 ´ 101 0.558383 ´ 101
13 ´ 13 0.819136 ´ 101 0.558271 ´ 101
15 ´ 15 0.819391 ´ 101 0.558222 ´ 101
Analytical solution 0.819877 ´ 101 0.558036 ´ 101
Table 6
Results of the triangular cross section problem
Order of Pascal triangular grid U;A szx;A szy;A szy;B
3 0.555556 ´ 10ÿ1 0.000000 ´ 10ÿ1 0.000000 ´ 100 )0.375000 ´ 100
5 0.581439 ´ 10ÿ1 )0.374110 ´ 10ÿ1 0.374110 ´ 10ÿ1 )0.421402 ´ 100
7 0.580757 ´ 10ÿ1 )0.389181 ´ 10ÿ1 0.389181 ´ 10ÿ1 )0.407827 ´ 100
9 0.579874 ´ 10ÿ1 )0.390231 ´ 10ÿ1 0.390231 ´ 10ÿ1 )0.407347 ´ 100
11 0.579595 ´ 10ÿ1 )0.391414 ´ 10ÿ1 0.391414 ´ 10ÿ1 )0.408301 ´ 100
13 0.579466 ´ 10ÿ1 )0.391865 ´ 10ÿ1 0.391865 ´ 10ÿ1 )0.407915 ´ 100
15 0.579397 ´ 10ÿ1 )0.392097 ´ 10ÿ1 0.392097 ´ 10ÿ1 )0.407818 ´ 100
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defining the Pascal triangular grid for the fourth problem are also used for this problem. Nu-
merical results of stress function at C0; 2
3
 and shear stresses at O0; 0 and B0; 2 are listed in
Table 7. It also shows that the results converge well by gradually increasing the order of the
Pascal triangular grid.
6. Conclusions
The DQEM stress function-based torsion analysis model using the irregular elements was
developed. The mapping technique was introduced to develop the irregular elements which can be
used to treat generic problems having arbitrary domain configurations. Various approaches for
selecting and implementing constraint conditions at element corners were proposed. The as-
semblage of all discrete relation equations into the global algebraic system is on the element-
basis. The theoretical basis of this DQEM model is rigorous. Numerical results proved that the
developed DQEM torsion analysis model is excellent in the sense that accurate results can e-
ciently be obtained by using this DQEM analysis model.
The condensation technique can also be incorporated into the analysis process. The EDQ
which can express the partial derivative at any point as a weighted linear sum of the function
values at all discrete points can also be used. The discrete governing equation can also be defined
on the element boundary. Elements having no interior node can also be used.
In the DQEM, the element grids can be designed in such a way that two adjacent elements
having dierent orders of GDQ approximations can have the same node arrangements on the
IEB. It makes the DQEM more ecient for solving certain problems having locally high gradient
distributions. The object can also be achieved by using certain restraint conditions on the IEB to
make the two adjacent elements have the same approximate order in the direction along the IEB.
The author has also used the DQ to develop the DQ finite element and DQ finite dierence
models [2,4]. Moreover, the partial derivative of a variable function with respect to a coordinate
at a discrete point can also be expressed as a weighted linear sum of the generalized coordinates
[5]. Based on this technique a generalized coordinate dierential quadrature element method has
also been proposed [6].
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